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“Despite momentum in the economy in 2015, the legacy of
the recession means that many consumers remain cautious

with their spending. The onus therefore remains on
operators to encourage further spending on this category,

menu innovation remaining a key strategy.”
– Helena Childe, Senior Foodservice Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Rising consumer expectations
• Harnessing the rise of the 'everyday foodie'
• Driving Americana trend forward in 2016

Menu innovation remains important in a market that still needs to encourage diners to spend as
ongoing caution over spending lingers despite improvements in the wider economy.

Furthermore, consumers’ willingness to try new dishes and flavours is giving the foodservice market
space to be creative when it comes to menu development. For example, regional American cuisines,
elevated vegetable dishes, niche ethnic flavours and specialist products such as Asian bao are all
trending at the time of writing.
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Figure 11: Menu deterrents, November 2015

Health is a common consideration

Calorie labels are rarely a turn-off

‘Freshness’ can help operators navigate concerns around health and value for money

A third of diners are ‘foodies’
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Street food goes mainstream
Figure 12: Attitudes towards eating out, November 2015
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Guiding choice – Descriptions on menus

Breakfast: traditional, filling, convenient, healthy
Figure 13: Correspondence analysis – Qualities deemed most important for selected meal occasions, November 2015
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